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In the foothills of the Himalayas
where laos, Myanmar, and
thailand once knew no boundaries,

lies a region of southeast asia
evocatively known as the golden
triangle. the rugged, often
impenetrable mountains, rivers,
and forests have formed natural
barriers that create a dramatic terrain
with little arable land. Home to some
of the world’s oldest civilizations, this
expanse has proved through the
millennia to be a cultural and historical
crossroads of ancient migrations
from the highlands of China and
tibet, trade routes connecting india
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and Mongolia, and passages along
the great rivers of asia.

yet for all the movement and
interchange, this region harbors a
staggering number and variety of
peoples living in remote hill villages,
which have effectively safeguarded
their individuality. numbering over
one hundred and thirty groups and
subgroups, each tribe represents an
extraordinary world, unique in its
language, customs, arts, religion,
dress, and features.

Prominent among this
multiplicity are the Hmong, Mien,
lahu, akha, lisu, and Karen, six
distinct peoples who originally
migrated through China, converging
in the mountain ranges that sweep

the region. each group maintains
an ancient, multifaceted musical
heritage, exceptional in melody,
rhythm, and signature style, which
represents a living archive of
centuries of accumulated culture,
history, and tenets of faith, providing
the eternal link between those who
have gone before with those who
will follow.

This exhibition features a
wide array of musical instruments,
traditional dress, and jewelry,
augmented by fascinating
photographs and video clips
of rituals and performances.
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Special Events
all in the eWC Gallery, admission free.

Sunday, May 13, 2:00-3:30 p.m.
Exhibition Gala Opening including
reception, musical demonstrations by
akha musician and culture expert, aju
jupoh and Karen musician and culture
expert Chi suwichan. also includes
walk-throughs by the curator.

Sunday, May 20, 2:00-3:00 p.m.
“Life in a Highland Village: Continuity
and Change in Northeast Cambodia.”
an illustrated talk by jonathan Padwe,
assistant professor, uH-Mānoa dept.
of anthropology.

Sunday, June 3, 2:00-3:00 p.m.
“Oral Traditions Set in Type: ‘Chi’
Suwichan’s Musical Autobiography of
the Karen Harp.” ethnomusicology Ph.d.
student Benjamin Fairfield will present
an illustrated talk with musical elements.

Sunday, June 17, 2:00-3:00 p.m.
“Songs of Memory: A Musician’s
Perspective.” guest curator Victoria
Vorreiter, will give a talk illustrated by
recordings, images, and film, about the
power of traditional music found in
indigenous highland communities of
thailand, laos, Myanmar, and China.

Sunday, July 22, 2:00-3:00 p.m.
“Land Use Practices of Highland
Peoples of Southeast Asia: Past and
Future,” an illustrated talk by jefferson
Fox, east-west Center senior fellow, whose
research focuses on the impact of land
use in south and southeast asia.

Sunday, September 9, 2:00-3:00 p.m.
“A Karen Christmas: Singing an
Indigenous Identity with Hymns, Carols,
and Rock Music.” ethnomusicology Ph.d.
student Benjamin Fairfield will present an
illustrated talk with musical elements.

This exhibition was supported in part by Marsha and
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the Golden Triangle Antique Gallery (Chicago), the
Frankel Family Foundation, and Leslie and David Bosch.

EWC Arts programs are made possible by the Hawai‘i
Pacific Rim Society, Friends of Hawai‘i Charities, and
generous contributors to the EWC Foundation,
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